Dynamic memory allocators affect an application's performance through their data layout quality. They can use an application's allocation hints to improve the spatial locality of this layout. However, a practical approach needs to be automatic, without user intervention. In this paper we present two locality improving allocators, that use allocation hints provided automatically from the C++ STL library to improve an application's spatial locality. When compared to state-of-the-art allocators on seven real world applications, our allocators run on average 7% faster than the Lea allocator, and 17% faster than the FreeBSD's allocator, with the same memory fragmentation as the Lea allocator, one of the best allocators.
Introduction
In its early development, memory allocation has been solely concerned with allocation speed and memory consumption (23; 14; 27; 26; 24) . Lately, as the disparity between processor speed and memory bandwidth has become a major performance bottleneck, memory allocation has been confronting a new concern: data locality. Locality's importance has been exacerbated not only by the memory wall (34) , but also by the processor heat wall (5) .
Various techniques address data locality, such as software or hardware pre-fetching, field reorganization, and compiler techniques (6; 28; 17; 25; 22; 2; 13). However, memory allocation has the opportunity to solve the locality problem at its roots: data placement in memory. In this paper, we focus on explicit memory management techniques for C++. While automatic garbagecollection environments address data locality by moving data and reclaiming unused memory, manual (or explicit) memory management environments address data locality by selecting memory blocks at allocation time, without the luxury of moving them at a later time. Hence, the latter task is a more demanding.
For this reason, designing an explicit locality improving allocator is a complex endeavor that must combine allocation speed, fragmentation and locality into one component. One important aspect of this allocator is its flexibility to adjust locality parameters for different architectures. Such feature also allows locality exploitation on all fronts: cache, virtual page, and page clustering level.
Some prior work has focused on the allocators' locality of reference (11; 26; 9; 21) . In spite of its popularity due to an appealing plug-and-play integration by replacing the traditional malloc, the drawback of this approach is that it does not consult an application for its specific locality needs, but rather uses a "one size fits all" strategy. To remedy this shortcoming, explicit locality improving allocators have emerged as a tailored solution to improving an application's locality. Such allocators, e.g. ccmalloc, ialloc and Defero (7; 30; 19) , use an application's hints to allocate within their neighborhood, increasing spatial locality. The significance of this method has persuaded the ISO C++ Standard Committee to add a hint parameter to the STL allocator's interface (1) .
However, existing locality improving strategies impose code restrictions (7; 30) . To the best of our knowledge, Defero is the only documented allocator that allocates using hints and does not impose code restrictions, and we compare our work to it in section §6. Another challenging aspect of explicit locality improving allocations is the technique used for providing the hints. A manual technique, as used in (7; 30) , is impractical and error-prone for large applications. An automatic technique, such as the one used in (19; 20) in which STL containers automatically supply hints to their allocators, stands as a more practical and error-free solution, in spite of being applicable only to STL applications.
In this paper we present two locality improving allocators, that use allocation hints provided automatically from the C++ STL li- Table 1 . Benchmarks' description brary to improve an application's spatial locality. When compared to state-of-the-art allocators on seven real world applications, our allocators run on average 7% faster than the Lea allocator (dlmalloc), 17% faster than the FreeBSD's allocator (PHKmalloc). Their memory fragmentation is as low as the Lea allocator's (one of the best allocators), and lower than both PHKmalloc's and Defero's. Both of our allocators have an adjustable locality accuracy that can be simply tuned by a number K ∈ [0, 32] . This ability allowed us to explore the 3-D space represented by speed, locality and fragmentation. We experimentally show that within an allocator, these three traits compete with each other in a game of rock, paper, scissors: when one tries to improve one trait, the others suffer.
The contributions of this paper are:
• Two locality improving allocators that can use allocation hints provided from the C++ STL library and outperform state-ofthe-art allocators, such as dlmalloc and PHKmalloc, by an average of 7%, and 17% respectively, while yielding memory fragmentation as low as dlmalloc's.
• A study of allocation speed, spatial locality and memory fragmentation space within three locality improving allocators and their 12 configurations. We found these three traits antagonistic.
Benchmarks and Experimental Setup
This section describes the seven STL C++ benchmarks we used in our experiments. They are large, real world, and memory intensive applications that stress the memory hierarchy of most computer systems. They allocate up to 60GB of memory, and use up to 700 MB of resident memory. Table 1 shows the benchmark name, its total lines of code, the inputs we used, and their original execution time in seconds. These benchmarks were chosen for their STL usage. We used three SPEC 2006 CPU benchmarks, namely 471.omnetpp, 483.xalancbmk and 447.dealII (16) , which were the sole C++ benchmarks that use STL from the suite. In addition, we also used a mathematical, a mesh transport, a molecular dynamics, and a network simulation application. We detail each next. Benchmarks' Descriptions. The first benchmark, 471.omnetpp, performs discrete event simulation of a large Ethernet network (16) . The second benchmark, 483.xalancbmk, is an XSLT processor for transforming XML documents into HTML, text, or other XML document types (16) . The third benchmark, 447.dealII, uses deal.II, a C++ program library targeted at adaptive finite elements and error estimation (16) . The fourth, Atlas, is a mathematical application developed by the Atlas of Lie Groups and Representations collaborators and makes extensive use of STL containers and algorithms. The application is memory intensive, being limited only by the amount of available memory in the system 1 . The fifth benchmark, Kolah, is a mesh transport framework that analyzes numerical methods on arbitrary polygonal and polyhedral meshes. The code was developed at Lawrence Livermore National 1 Personal communication with the authors Laboratories. Within this framework, we analyzed a benchmark that solves the Euler equations using the Lagrangian method and an ideal gas law equation of state. The sixth benchmark, Md, is a molecular dynamics application that computes the molecular interactions between physical particles in a time step algorithm. The code was developed at Sandia National Laboratories. The code fully utilizes STL containers, such as lists, trees and STL algorithms such as for each, sort and inner product. Finally, the seventh benchmark, Debruijn, is a simple yet STL-intensive network simulation micro-kernel that uses a Debruijn graph 2 to simulate network behavior under node failures. Details on their STL memory profile are presented in §3. 1 Experimental Methodology. The experiments were conducted on a Linux Intel Xeon CPU 3.00GHz processor with 1 GB of memory, 1 MB L2 cache, with 64 byte L1 and L2 cache line sizes and a virtual page size of 4 KB, using the GNU g++ compiler, version 4.1.2. All benchmarks fit in memory, and there was no swapping. SPEC 2006 CPU benchmarks were compiled with base flags, which included an O2 optimization level. As a result, all our allocators used in STL were also compiled with the same O2 optimization. To ensure fairness, we compiled all other allocators and applications with the same O2 optimization level. All the experiments were executed three times, and the average was reported. The standard deviation was less than 0.5%. We used PAPI, a performance monitoring tool, to measure five hardware parameters that we considered relevant for our purposes: CPU cycles and issued instructions to measure allocation speed, and L1 misses, L2 misses and TLB misses to measure data locality.
Spatial Locality Considerations for Allocators
The success of an explicit locality improving memory allocator depends on two things: 1) providing good allocation hints, and 2) quickly finding a free block close to the hint. In this section, we first discuss how we select and provide good hints to the allocators, and then set the foundation of spatial locality used by our allocators.
How STL containers supply allocation hints
Allocation hints can be supplied to a memory allocator either 1) manually by users or 2) automatically by tools like compilers or libraries. The manual approach is customizable and allows programmers to use their knowledge. This is the approach used in (30; 7) . The challenge of the manual approach is to detect the hint addresses that favor the most dominant traversal pattern in the program, which requires an understanding of the code and its data structures. Despite its flexibility in hint selection, the manual process is impractical, tedious and error prone. As the code size grows, so does its manageability, and the manual approach becomes intractable. Moreover, the manual approach might not be feasible for existing applications, due to lack of code knowledge.
For this reason, we believe that the only viable solution to supply allocation hints to a memory allocator must be automatic. We use STL containers that directly provide hints to their allocators, extending the technique described in (19; 20) . This technique uses the parent's address as a hint when allocating a node in a tree, and the previous' element address when allocating an element in a list. In addition to the work in (19) for lists and trees, in our experiments we added hints for vectors and deques. For vectors, we use the source vector's address as hint for both the copy constructor and the equal operator. Both of these methods allocate a block of the source vector's size. For deques, we use the neighboring deque array's address and table's address as hints for their allocation. Our addition now covers all standard STL containers, whose data are entirely allocated in the heap. Table 2 . Benchmarks and their STL containers memory activity
Benchmarks' STL Memory Profile. We modified the gnu C++ STL containers to provide allocation hints to their memory allocators. We measured the STL memory activity for the seven benchmarks and present it in table 2: total number of allocated objects, maximum number of live objects, average object size, total memory requested, maximum live memory, the ratio between the total and maximum live memory by STL containers, the ratio between memory allocated by STL and total memory allocated by the benchmark, and percentage of STL allocations that had a hint.
These benchmarks are STL and memory intensive, allocating from 10 MB to 57 GB of memory. Their memory recycling factor -the ratio of total memory over maximum memory in use -also shows a high interaction between STL containers and their allocators, varying from from 2 to 305. STL containers allocate mostly small objects with an average size of less than 100 bytes, except for 483.xalancbmk, which has an average of 702 bytes. On average, 89% of objects (47% of the allocated memory) are less than 128 bytes and 99.9% of objects (80% of memory) are less than 16 KB.
Locality Accuracy and K-regions
Provided with hints, an allocator now needs to find a new block within the hint's vicinity. We define locality accuracy as the distance in the virtual address space between the hint and the returned block, upon successfully satisfying a memory request. Locality accuracy describes the "closeness" in spatial locality. For example, an allocator that guarantees a locality accuracy of 64 bytes collocates two blocks at most 64 bytes apart from each other.
We generalize the locality accuracy and divide the memory address space into contiguous regions. Each region contains all addresses that share the most significant (32-K) bits, i.e. differ only in their least significant K bits, with K ∈ [0, 32], assuming a 32-bit system. We refer to such a region as K-region in short. For example, 6-regions are 2 6 = 64 bytes. Not every 64 byte memory block is a 6-region though. In addition to being 64 byte long, a memory block needs to be aligned by 64 bytes to be classified as a 6-region. Similarly, not every 2 K byte memory block is a K-region. It also needs to be aligned by 2 K bytes to be classified as a K-region. Finding memory allocation techniques that quickly locate a block close to an address hint is the main challenge for improving locality. Our techniques use address approximation, i.e. locality accuracy, when searching for an address, in the same manner that traditional size segregation schemes use size approximation when searching for a size. A precise search is more accurate, but also more expensive. This could reduce or even negate the locality benefits. Finding a block with a lesser locality accuracy can be done faster, and still yield good locality.
In our approach, we use K-regions to approximate spatial vicinity. The idea is to find an available block in the hint's K-region. Collocating a new block within the hint's K-region guarantees a 2 K locality accuracy. This collocation guarantees a distance of less than 2 K between the hint and the newly allocated block. On our machine, K equals 6 corresponds to allocating a block within the hint's cache line, or cache-conscious collocation, and K equals 12 corresponds to allocating a block within the hint's virtual page, or page-conscious collocation.
In the allocators we present next, we vary the locality accuracy, i.e. K, between 0 and 32, to study its effect. At first, it may seem irrelevant to study K's variance beyond the values corresponding to the cache line and page size, since these are the basic values that affect locality in a hierarchical memory. However, a closer look reveals that other values of K also affect locality, as well as allocation speed. For example, collocating two blocks in a 13-region, which includes two virtual pages in our system, produces a 50% probability that two blocks are in the same page. Thus, other values of K affect the probability for cache or page collocation. Large values of K also have an effect on locality improving, similar to the "wilderness preservation" concept (31) . Allocating from the same large K-region reduces the virtual memory over which the application spreads. In turn, this reduces the memory footprint and increases an application's locality.
TP
The first locality improving allocator we present, named TP (short for Two Partitions), emphasizes allocation speed and locality. TP splits its memory space into two partitions. The first one is based on size, using a simple storage segregation 3 (27) . With the size partition TP is able to quickly locate a block of a certain size. The second partition is based on address, using K-regions. With the address partition TP is able to quickly locate a block in a certain K-region. Having both partitions at the same time, TP first tries to collocate a block within the hint's K-region. If the hint's K-region is not available, then TP reverts to allocating based on size.
Let us describe the address-based partition first. TP organizes its memory in K-regions. It acquires a whole K-region at the time from the OS, which gets split it into same sized blocks. These blocks are then linked into an unsorted list. The list's header is further stored in the reserved topmost 16 bytes of the K-region, which we refer to as the K-region header. Along with this list, the K-region header stores three other items: the size of the blocks in that region, as well as two pointers for linking the region into a double linked list.
TP uses K-regions for locality purposes. The idea is to find a free block in the hint's K-region. To access the hint's K-region, TP retains the hint's most significant 32-K bits to calculate the K-region's header. For example, if 0x88888888 is an address hint into a 12-region, then its 12-region's header is 0x88888FF0. Once the header is located, TP returns the first block from the header's list. This technique provides constant time access to the hint's K- Figure 1 . TP -internal data structure region and requires no searching. It checks the K-region's header in a handful of instructions, without touching additional memory. Now let us turn to the second partition: the size segregation. TP may have several K-regions that store blocks of the same size. Such K-regions are stored in a double linked list, using the two pointers reserved in each K-region's header. As such, a size class in TP has one corresponding list of K-regions, each holding objects of that size. These lists of K-regions are stored in a size segregation table, one for each size class. TP's structure is depicted in fig 1(left) . The right side of the picture is detailed later.
TP's size segregation and K-region's size selection. TP's size segregation scheme rounds up objects that are less than 512 bytes to multiple of 8 bytes. These small objects are stored in 12-regions. For larger objects, TP increases the round up multiple, as well as the K-region size in which these objects are stored. For example, objects between 512 and 1KB are rounded up to multiple of 64, and stored in 13-regions. The coupled increase in size segregation and K-region continues until the objects reach a size of 16KB. In the last size segregation class, between 8KB and 16KB are rounded to multiple of 1KB, and stored in 17-regions. Objects larger than 16 KB are dealt directly by the OS's mmap and munmap.
Locality Adjustment. To study how locality accuracy affects performance, we vary the K-region size only for size classes smaller than 512 bytes, since 95% of allocated objects are in this class. We varied K between 14, 12, 10, 8 and 7, which creates Kregions of 16KB, 4KB, 1KB, 256 and 128 bytes respectively. We refer to these configurations as TP-14, TP-12, TP-10, TP-8 and TP-7. A simple recompilation of the application with the appropriate K allowed us to adjust TP's locality accuracy.
There is one exception when we do not adjust the K-region for small objects: when a K-region cannot hold more than two objects. K-regions holding only one object cannot collocate two objects! In this case we use a 12-region to store small objects. For example, 128-byte regions (7-regions) can store only one 80-byte object. The remaining 48 bytes are split between the 16-byte header and 32 bytes that remain unused, and account for fragmentation. A pointer bumping technique within the K-region that allows different sizes to be allocated in these 32 unused bytes would lead to the same issue that region-based allocation faces: high fragmentation.
Allocation & Deallocation
TP's strategy is to allocate based on address first and revert to allocation based on size when the former fails. In the first attempt, TP tries to allocate a block from the hint's K-region. It locates the hint's K-region header and returns the first block from that K-region's linked list. If the list is empty, then TP abandons the locality search and reverts to fast allocation based on size. It first locates the appropriate hash table entry, then selects the first K-region from the size class list and finally returns its first available block. TP's strength is that K-regions are accessible either by address or size, and both in constant time. TP quickly locates a K-region based on an address, and reverts to size when the former fails. As K decreases, the likelihood of finding a free block in the hint's K-region decreases as well, forcing TP to allocate more often based on size.
A deallocation request finds the block's K-region and inserts it in the front of its linked list. The fast address-based search improves not only allocation, but deallocation as well. When a block is returned to its K-region, the address-based search proceeds exactly as for allocation with hints. Both allocation and deallocation are constant time operations.The fast deallocation gives explicit locality improving allocators a performance edge over locality reference schemes that resort to more intricate solutions, such as PHKmalloc, which linearly traverses an address sorted list of regions.
Memory Reuse. When the last of a K-region's objects gets deallocated, the K-region's header is removed from the size class list and retired into a separate array of free K-regions. This array has 32 entries, one for each K-region size, K ∈ [0, 32], see right of fig 1. Within an entry, the same sized K-regions are stored in a linked list. TP always checks the array of retired K-regions before allocating more memory from the OS. This technique is a coarse form of coalescing at the region level; a K-region is reused when all its blocks are free. This mechanism not only reuses K-regions among different size classes to reduce memory fragmentation, but it also speeds up allocation by assuring that the first K-region in the size class' linked list is non-empty, eliminating the search for one.
Performance Analysis
We set TP as STL's default allocator and recompiled the applications. Fig. 2 shows the execution time normalized to dlmalloc's. On average, TP matches or outperforms dlmalloc on every application, reducing execution time by an average of 5-7%, as K varies, with the largest improvement of 22% for Atlas.
TP's execution time is slightly sensitive to K's variance: 471.omnetpp and 483.xalancbmk slightly improve with larger K-regions, while the other benchmarks show a reverse trend. This is because speed and locality play different roles in different applications. Page-conscious allocation is slightly more efficient than cacheconscious allocation.
Allocation Speed. Fig 3 shows the issued instructions normalized to dlmalloc's. TP is faster than dlmalloc on each application, reducing the instructions by as much as 4.2% for Atlas, with an average of 1%. This reduction contributes in part to the execution time improvement. For small K, the allocation speed deteriorates slightly, due to more second allocation attempts. This shows that within TP, locality and allocation speed are inversely proportional.
Spatial Locality. Fig. 4 shows L1 misses normalized to dlmalloc's. While TP reduces them by an average of 1-5%, page and cache-conscious allocations have almost the same ratios. L2 and TLB misses, shown in fig. 5 and 6 respectively, show a more pronounced average improvement, with 11% for L2 and 18% for TLB misses. Atlas shows the largest TLB misses improvement with 59%. While L2 misses are hardly sensitive to K's variance, TLB misses decrease as K gets larger, showing that page-conscious allocation reduces TLB misses over cache-conscious allocation. Table 3 shows TP's external fragmentation for each configuration. We computed the external fragmentation as the percentage of the extra memory used by the allocator over the maximum memory requested by the application (18). TP's fragmentation is very sensitive to the value of K, with TP-12 having the lowest average fragmentation of 7.7%. On the one hand, for K-regions smaller than page size, such as TP-10, TP-8 and TP-7, the fragmentation increases due to end of K-region fragmentation. For example, a 128 byte region that holds objects of 40 bytes has a chunk of 32 bytes at the end of the region that cannot be used and accounts for fragmentation. This explains the 79% fragmentation for Debruijn with Figure 5 . TP -L2 misses normalized to dlmalloc Figure 6 . TP -TLB misses normalized to dlmalloc TP-10, which allocates 512-byte arrays in 1,024-byte regions. On the other hand, for K-regions larger than page size, such as TP-14, fragmentation also increases because of the alignment reinforcement whose leftover regions are not used. As such, the 40% fragmentation for TP-14 is the largest, while TP-12's page sized regions lead to the lowest fragmentation, comparable to dlmalloc's. The Optimal Value for K. Selecting K faces a tug-of-war: a smaller K increases locality but reduces allocation speed. This is similar to choosing a size segregation scheme, where more size classes reduces internal fragmentation but also increases complexity. K depends on the machine hardware parameters as well as the application's emphasis on allocation speed or locality. We set TP's default value of K to 12 (page-conscious) for small objects. TP-12 optimizes the three major traits of allocation speed, locality and fragmentation.
Pitfalls
We identified two pitfalls in TP's design. The first one is that TP requires whole 2 K -byte aligned K-regions. TP ensures that the Table 3 . TP's and dlmalloc's external fragmentations acquisition of whole K-regions is performed in the software, since acquiring 2 K bytes from the OS -when 2 K is greater than the virtual page size -is not guaranteed to be within one K-region and could, in fact, span over two K-regions. To obtain a K-region, TP acquires twice its size from the system, within which a Kregion is selected and the leftover memory is reused for smaller K-regions. This technique might lead to higher fragmentation if the leftover K-regions are not used by other size classes. Fortunately, the percentage of large objects that require aligned K-regions is less than 10%, and even in that case, the alignment leftovers are used for smaller objects. When 2 K is less than the virtual page size, TP acquires a whole virtual page and splits it into several K-regions.
The second pitfall is that allocation hints need to be addresses that were previously allocated with TP. Fortunately, in our integration method, all hints are provided from within STL containers, whose memory is allocated by TP. The next allocator we present tries to fix both of these pitfalls.
Medius
The second locality improving allocator we present, Medius, addresses TP's pitfalls: no whole K-region acquisition required, and hints can point to any address.
Medius divides the memory into K-regions as well. Each Kregion has an entry in a 2 32−K size array, regardless of their acquired status. Medius does not require whole K-region acquisition from the OS; it can manage fragments as well. Medius uses TP's size segregation, and rounds up requests to the nearest largest size class. In contrast to TP, Medius does not split the whole K-region into same size blocks, but allows it to hold blocks of different sizes. However, same sized blocks within a K-region are all stored into an unsorted linked list. If a K-region holds more than one size class, it links all its size classes into a linked list as well. Thus, in essence, a K-region has a list of lists. Fig. 7 shows Medius' structure.
Medius, just like TP, acquires memory from the OS in multiples of page size. This memory chunk is further split into roundedup same sized blocks, which are linked in a list. This list gets inserted in its corresponding K-region's entry. For example, suppose a request for 16 bytes triggers Medius to acquire more memory. In this case Medius acquires a virtual page, 4KB on our machine, and splits this page into 256 blocks of 16 bytes each. Medius then links these blocks into a linked list and inserts it into its corresponding K-region entry, which might hold objects of different size.
To study how the locality accuracy affects Medius' performance, we vary K between 22, 20, 16, and 12 and use Medius-22, Medius-20, Medius-16, and Medius-12 to represent these configurations. These values of K create K-regions of 4 MB, 1MB, 64 KB and 4 KB, respectively. Figure 7 . Medius -internal data structure hint's K-region and then searches for the right sized block within it. Allocation selects the hint's K-region and linearly searches for the requested size class within this K-region. Once the size class is located, the first block in this size-list is returned.
Allocation & Deallocation
Cache for Size Classes. If no blocks are found in the hint's K-region, either because the K-region is empty or the requested size class is not found, then Medius abandons the locality request and begins searching for a block of the requested size. To speed up this search and to increase its locality of reference, Medius stores the index of the K-region from which the requested size was last allocated in a cache array, with one entry for each size class, as depicted in fig. 7 . When the hint's K-region fails, Medius checks the cached K-region corresponding to the requested size class. For the seven benchmarks, 21%, 33%, 43% and 44% of the allocations were satisfied from the hint's K-regions for Medius-12, Medius-16, Medius-20, and Medius-22 respectively, while 71%, 63%, 55%, and 55% of allocations were satisfied from the cached K-region.
Exhaustive Search for Other K-regions. Medius' strategy expects the majority of allocations to get satisfied from the hint's or cached K-regions. When these two attempts fail, Medius starts an exhaustive search for a K-region that has the requested size class. This search starts with the lowest available entry, and considers only the virtual address space allocated to Medius. This strategy of allocating memory from the lowest address improves an application's spatial locality and increases region clustering. However, the exhaustive search slows down the allocator for small Ks. The remaining allocations that were not satisfied from the hint's K-region or cache are satisfied using the exhaustive search. Their percentage is directly proportional to the K-region's size, increasing from less than 1% for 22-regions to 7.5% for 12-regions. If none of the Kregions has the requested size, then Medius acquires more memory from the OS. An alternative strategy within the exhausting search is to stop at the first block that is larger than the requested size and split it into two. However, splitting larger blocks into smaller ones leads to an accumulation of small size classes in the front of the size lists as "froth", which slows down the search (33). We chose not to split, expecting that deallocated blocks will be requested again.
A deallocation request finds the block's K-region and searches that region for the right size class. If found, the block is inserted in the front of that size-list, otherwise it becomes the header of a new size-list that gets inserted in the front of the K-region's list of size-lists. The complexity for deallocation is O(S).
The allocation complexity for the best case scenarios (allocating from a hint's K-region or cached K-region) is O(S), where S is the largest number of size classes within a block's K-region. The complexity in the worst case scenario, exhaustive search, is O(S * I), where I is the size of the array range of allocated memory. Table 4 . Medius' and dlmalloc's external fragmentations
Performance Analysis
We set Medius as STL's default allocator and recompiled the applications. Fig. 8 shows the execution time for the seven applications normalized to dlmalloc's. Medius-22 and Medius-20 perform similarly to dlmalloc on average. Medius-16 and Medius-12 though are not competitive for applications that use hundreds of megabytes of memory, due to its exhaustive search. Medius-16 is still on par with dlmalloc on five out of seven application, except for 483.xalancbmk, for which it is 3x slower. On the other hand, for higher values of K, Medius improves over dlmalloc on five of the seven applications. This result is perhaps surprising due their lower locality accuracy, but higher Ks reduce the number of instructions by an average of 0.7% over dlamlloc's, see fig. 9 . The TLB misses are on par with dlmalloc for high Ks, see fig. 10 , while L1 and L2 misses exhibit the same trends. Table 4 shows Medius' fragmentation as K varies. Medius' array accounts solely for the fragmentation difference, since all configurations share the same size segregation. K is inversely proportional with Medius' fragmentation. For applications that use large amounts of memory, the 4 MB array corresponding to Medius-12 increases fragmentation minutely, while for applications with less memory, such as Md and 471.omnetpp, the array increases frag- Figure 11 . Execution time for TP, Defero, Medius, PHKmalloc, malloc, and Vam, normalized to dlmalloc's (lower is better) mentation more substantially. These results show that Medius' efforts to increase locality accuracy also increase fragmentation. The Optimal Value for K. A larger K improves allocation speed, but decreases locality. As K increases, the complexity of the exhaustive search diminishes, but now Medius searches larger Kregions to find a size class. These two antagonistic trends balance each other for the smallest number of instructions for Medius-20. These results are directly correlated with execution time, showing that locality accuracy and speed compete against each other. We set the default value for Medius to 20, for which we have experimentally observed that Medius performs the best. This value of K has less locality accuracy than its higher counterparts, but it has the fastest allocation speed and the low fragmentation.
Pitfalls
We identified two pitfalls in Medius' design. The first one is the exhaustive search phase, which slows down the allocation speed. As K increases, this pitfall starts to vanish, but a different one arises: the locality accuracy deteriorates. The second pitfall is that Medius does not recycle free memory between size classes. Medius' attempts to address TP's pitfalls lead to a deterioration in the execution time and allocation speed. However, Medius' strategy reaches the highest page collocation accuracy, as described in section 7.1.
Other Locality Improving Allocators
This section further evaluates the performance of four other locality improving memory allocators: PHKmalloc, Vam, GNU malloc and Defero (which uses allocation hints to improve locality), and then compares their performance to TP and Medius. Fig. 11 shows the execution time of TP, Defero, Medius, PHKmalloc, Vam, and GNU malloc normalized to dlmalloc. Each allocator was selected as the underlying default allocator for STL, and codes were recompiled without any modifications. TP outperforms all other allocators on all applications. On average, TP is 7% faster than dlmalloc, 2% faster than the second closest, Defero, and 17% faster than PHKmalloc. We describe these allocators next.
PHKmalloc is an allocator designed by Poul-Henning Kamp for the FreeBSD operating system (21) . In its pursuit of locality improvement, PHKmalloc does not use hints but rather it exploits the locality of reference. PHKmalloc has a page oriented design in which the heap is divided into 4KB pages, equivalent to 20-regions. Blocks smaller than 2KB are rounded to the neareast power of two, while larger blocks are rounded to the nearest page multiple. Blocks within pages have the same size and their status is recorded in bitmaps, which are kept in a double linked list sorted in addressorder. These bitmaps are stored in a sorted list, which is linearly traversed for every deallocation in search of the appropriate region.
Vam is an allocator designed by Feng and Berger, which refines PHK-malloc's fragmentation and uses a finer size segregation, with multiples of 8 bytes (9). Vam's regions do not use a bitmap to 
Context Effect on Execution Time
Context Contexless Figure 14 . Defero -TLB misses normalized to dlmalloc manage their blocks, like PHKmalloc does, but rather a list. Vam does not sort its regions and does not use hints to improve locality, but rather exploits a region address division to increase its locality of reference. PHKmalloc emphasizes locality and speed in the detriment of fragmentation, while Vam reduces fragmentation and increases speed, but loses a bit in locality by not sorting its regions when compared to PHKmalloc. We used Vam, packaged with HeapLayers version 3.4.0, on the seven benchmarks, but unfortunately it run only on four programs, 447.dealII, Kolah, Md and Debruijn, crashing on the remaining three(3). On the four running programs, Vam performed almost as well as TP. Because Defero has an adjustable locality accuracy, just like Medius and TP, we present detailed performance results that will contribute to the synthesis of the relations between allocation speed, spatial locality and memory fragmentation discussed in the next section. Defero is an explicit locality improving allocator that uses hints to improve locality (19; 20) . Defero refines the simple segregated storage technique by further organizing the blocks into K-regions, based on their most significant K bits, with K ∈ [0, 32], adjustable at compile time. Blocks within the same K-region are stored in a linked list, with the K-regions sorted and stored in a balanced tree. When a hint is provided, the right size class is selected and its tree is traversed in search of the hint's K-region. If As with Medius and TP, we set Defero as the STL default allocator and recompiled the applications. Fig. 12 shows the application's execution time normalized to dlmalloc. Defero reduced the execution time by 3-5% on average, as K varies. As with TP, larger values of K do better on 471.omnetpp, 483.xalancbmk, and Debruijn, while smaller values of K reverse the trend for the other applications. Except for Debruijn, the page conscious allocation did slightly better than the cache conscious one. Fig. 13 shows the number of instructions issued by each application normalized to dlmalloc's. As K increases so does the number of instructions due to the number of tree nodes traversed, which is proportional to K. On average, high K is faster. Defero shows a similar behavior to Medius and TP: a higher locality accuracy requires more instructions. Despite a higher locality accuracy, TLB misses, shown in fig. 14 , increase with K due to the increasing number of K-regions touched in the top-down tree traversal for each allocation/deallocation.
The fragmentation of these five allocators is presented in table 5. Perhaps not surprisingly, dlmalloc has the lowest fragmentation. PHKmalloc shows the largest fragmentation due to its power of two size segregation. TP shows a similar fragmentation to dlmalloc, but better than Medius and Defero.
Alongside the above quantitative comparison, a qualitative comparison between explicit locality improving allocators, such as TP, Medius and Defero, on the one hand, and locality of reference allocators, such as PHKmalloc, on the other hand, reveals two main differences. The first difference is that the former category accommodates explicit address allocation, being capable of exploiting applications' spatial hints, while the latter has no such capability. The second difference is that deallocation in the former benefits from the address-based search as well. The second difference comes as a corollary to the first one: the ability to quickly return a block back to its K-region using its address as hint. The address-based allocation and deallocation operations are necessary to keep the memory organized for locality improving purposes. These two differences, explicit address-based allocation and fast deallocation, enhance explicit locality improving allocators vs. other allocators.
7. Fast Allocation Speed, Low Fragmentation, and High Spatial Locality: Pick Two.
In this section we examine the relations between three main characteristics of a locality improving allocator: allocation speed, locality 4 and fragmentation. Starting with the base comparison in dlmal-loc and PHKmalloc, we synthesize experimental results from TP, Medius, and Defero, and their 12 configurations we studied. We argue that, based on the observed trends, these three major characteristics, allocation speed, spatial locality and memory fragmentation, circularly compete with each other in a game of rock, paper, scissors. Efforts to increase locality slow down speed and fragmentation; efforts to increase speed impair fragmentation and locality; and efforts to improve fragmentation hurt both locality and speed. These three antagonistic traits force an allocator's design to sacrifice a trait over the others. While all three allocators share an adjustable locality accuracy that can be tuned by a number K ∈ [0, 32], they differ in their allocation strategies, which have different strengths and weaknesses: TP focuses on speed and locality, Medius increases locality and fragmentation to speed's detriment, and Defero keeps fragmentation constant but trades speed for locality. While our synthesis is confined to only these three allocators and their 12 configurations, to the best of our knowledge, they are the only documented techniques that can adjust their locality accuracy, explicitly allocate based on hints, and require no code modification. And these traits were required for our purposes.
Spatial Locality Competes with Allocation Speed
We found that spatial locality directly competes with allocation speed. To increase locality, an allocator invests more effort searching for a smaller hint's vicinity. TP, Medius, and Defero exhibited the same trend, executing more instructions as locality increases, see fig. 3 , 13, and 9. For TP, this is due to the increasing number of second attempts based on size, for Medius to the exhaustive search, and for Defero to the increasing number of tree nodes traversed.
To isolate the benefits of locality from the costs, we measure the location of the allocated blocks relative to their hints and we break it down into four categories: 1) within hint's cache line, 2) within hint's virtual page, but not within its cache line, 3) in a different virtual page than hint's and 4) allocation has no hint. For the latter category, STL containers provided hints to 48% of allocations averaged over seven applications, see table 2. The remaining 52% did not have hints either because there were no neighbors, such as allocation of list and tree headers, or its neighbors had a different size, such as vector expansion. The latter was often the case. Fig. 15 shows the allocated address relative to the hint's as an average for the seven benchmarks for TP, Defero, Medius, dlmalloc and PHKmalloc, normalized to the allocations that had hints. The newly allocated block was either in the hint's cache line, hint's virtual page, or on other page. For TP, as locality accuracy gets closer to the cache line, so does the cache line accuracy, but to the detriment of page accuracy. However, 471.omnetpp has a high cache line collocation for TP-14 and TP-12, which increases their average. For Defero, page-conscious allocation maximizes the page accuracy, but decreases its cache accuracy. For Medius, page accuracy increases from 16% to 42% as locality accuracy increases, while cache line accuracy remains around 3%. Fig. 15 also shows a strong correlation between region size and locality.
We attribute the page-conscious accuracy difference between allocators to the order selection of K-regions when allocating with no hints. In this case, for the same sized K-regions and the same size segregation, the allocators differ only in the order in which K-regions get selected. Suppose there are three regions, with addresses of 1, 2 and 3. TP selects them in no order, but rather based on the application's allocation/deallocation pattern 5 Defero selects them in 2, 1 and 3 order, a semi-order, since the root of the Kregions tree is chosen last. Medius selects them in 1, 2 and 3 order, Figure 15 . Average relative hint location of an allocated block for Defero, Medius, TP, dlmalloc and PHKmalloc a full order, since it always selects the K-region with the lowest address. There is a direct correlation between the hint allocation's page accuracy and the order in which K-regions are selected: TP with 35%, Defero with 39%, and Medius with 42% . This shows that not only page-conscious allocation is effective at improving locality, but also K-region clustering. Unfortunately, it also requires more effort: the trend for allocators' speed is reversed, with TP the fastest, Defero the second and Medius third. The page clustering technique is also observable when comparing PHKmalloc to dlmalloc: the former, which uses page clustering by sorting its pages in address order, yields a 32% page accuracy, while the latter, which relies only on coalescing for clustering, has a 23% page accuracy.
Allocation Speed Competes with Fragmentation
The relation between allocation speed and fragmentation is inversely proportional. This relation is better understood since it has been studied for several decades. Previous work shows that allocation speed competes with fragmentation; the fastest allocators, such as simple segregated storage and binary buddy systems, exhibit a higher fragmentation (33; 18; 23; 14; 27) . Our experiments also corroborate this relation. Table 5 shows the fragmentation of the five allocators we studied, namely TP, Medius, Defero, PHKmalloc and dlmamloc. dlmalloc and TP have the lowest fragmentation, while PHKmalloc shows the largest fragmentation due to its power of two size segregation. Despite whole K-regions alignment, TP has a smaller fragmentation than Medius and Defero, which is due to its reuse mechanism.
While allocation speed vs. fragmentation has been studied before, locality's relation to speed and fragmentation within the same allocator has not been studied before. In a locality comparison study, Grunwald et al. compare five different allocators (12) . In contrast, we show that for the same allocator, locality stands antagonistically in its relations to both speed and fragmentation, just as speed does against fragmentation.
Fragmentation Competes with Spatial Locality
We also found that fragmentation competes with spatial locality. Efforts to reduce this space for fragmentation purposes also reduces spatial locality, since a request for locality is satisfied from the available memory at the time of the request. The more memory available to the allocator, the better the chances for a block to be placed close to its hint. From a region based perspective, the smaller the region the higher the fragmentation. This is noticeable in TP's end-of-region fragmentation and Medius' array size, both increasing with locality accuracy (table 3 and 4) . Defero on the other hand keeps fragmentation constant and trades speed for locality.
Balancing Allocation Speed, Fragmentation, and Locality
Balancing these three antagonistic characteristics -allocation speed, fragmentation, and spatial locality -remains a challenging task. One has to trade-off one trait for the other two. We believe that, just as the size segregated quick lists stand at the core of high performance allocators (11) , such as dlmalloc, PHKmalloc, QuickFit, Vam, and TP (11; 26; 21; 32; 9) , the aligned K-region technique used by TP to instantly access a certain region stands at the core of explicit locality improving allocators. This is because of two reasons: 1) it finds a vicinity in constant time and 2) it does not touch addition memory. We believe this technique has a good balance of allocation speed, locality, and fragmentation.
Related Work
We already qualitatively and quantitatively compared our allocators to two locality of reference based allocators, PHKmalloc (21) , and dlmalloc, and one locality improving allocator, Defero (19) . The Lea allocator is considered one of the best overall memory allocators (26) , competing even with custom allocators (4). Chilimbi et al. investigate collocating blocks in the same cache line(7). They present two tools for improving cache locality for dynamic data structures, namely ccmorph and ccmalloc. Ccmorph rearranges trees in memory to improve locality. This method is applicable to static trees only, which are allocated once and do not change over time. Our work does not pose this constraint and is also applicable to dynamic trees, which is what STL uses. Ccmalloc places adjacent blocks in the same cache line, if possible. Unfortunately, we could not compare ccmalloc to our work because the tool is not available 6 . Truong et. al explore field reorganization and instance interleaving techniques along with a specialized memory allocator designed to work with the latter to improve cache locality (30) . However, its limitations (manual intervention, no support for arrays of structures, and data structure modifications) limit its practicality for large applications.
Region based memory allocation also improves locality (29) . Conceptually, our approach is very similar to region-based memory allocation. The advantages of region-based are fast pointer bumping allocation, zero deallocation cost by deallocating a whole region at once and spatial locality within region. The disadvantages are high fragmentation due to potentially unused portions of memory and limitation to scopes. We eliminate the high fragmentation by maintaining separate blocks within a region. Gay and Aiken present a region based memory management in which variables declared in a syntactic scope are allocated in a contiguous memory region(10). Chung and Moon present a hybrid memory allocator, between sequential fits and region-based memory allocators (8) .
Hirzel studies the locality benefits of 12 data layouts on 32 benchmarks in a garbage collection environment and shows that 6 Personal communication with the author almost all layouts yield the best performance for some applications and the worst for others (15) . We believe that the wide performance variance of different data layouts reported by the author encourages explicit locality improving techniques, due to their ability to customize an application's data layout. Grunwald et al. profile the performance of five different memory allocation schemes, first-fit, gnu g++, BSD-Kingsley, gnu local and quick-fit (12) . Sequential-fit methods have a poor reference locality, while BSD and Quick-fit provide the best locality. The authors conclude that efforts to reduce memory utilization, such as coalescing adjacent free blocks, will increase both the execution time and reduce program reference locality. There are also other techniques to improve data locality that try to infer the data layouts, such as compiler driven (6; 28; 17; 25) , profile driven(6; 28; 17) and pre-fetching(22; 2; 13).
Conclusions
In this paper, we present two novel locality improving allocators: Medius, which prioritizes location over size and TP, which can do both. When compared to state-of-the-art allocators on seven real world applications, TP runs on average 7% faster than dlmalloc, 17% faster than PHKmalloc. and 2% faster than Defero. TP improves locality by reducing L1, L2 and TLB misses by 2%, 11% and 18% respectively, while still achieving the fastest allocation speed. Unlike Medius and Defero, TP has a memory reuse mechanism, which yields a memory fragmentation on par with dlmalloc, one of the best allocators.
We found that efforts to increase locality need to work on all fronts: cache, page and page clustering. Cache-conscious allocation represents only a small fraction of the potential locality improving techniques, being limited to very small objects. Page-conscious allocation helps objects that fit in a virtual page, while page clustering reduces the memory footprint.
We also show, qualitatively and quantitatively, that within an allocator speed, locality and fragmentation compete with each other in a game of rock, paper, scissors. When one explicitly tries to increase one of these traits, the other ones suffer. And with an adjustable configuration like TP's, we believe that the most important trait can be optimized for each application/machine pair.
